cal to normal neuronal function but they also appear to be the "Achilles heel" of these large cells, whose size University of California, San Diego La Jolla, California 92093 may predispose them to both specific and nonspecific insults to the transport machinery. For example, recent discoveries demonstrate that some neurodegenerative diseases can be caused by mutations in motor protein Neurons require long-distance microtubule-based transport systems to ferry vital cellular cargoes and genes and related components. In addition, the long length and sometimes narrow diameter of the supportsignals between cell bodies and axonal or dendritic terminals. Considerable progress has been made on ing axons and dendrites may predispose these gigantic cells to nonspecific blockages. As discussed below, disdeveloping a molecular understanding of these processes and how they are integrated into normal neueases of this type may include not only rare pathologies, but also some of the most common and life-threatening ronal functions. Recent work also suggests that these transport systems may fail early in the pathogenesis of illnesses, including Alzheimer's disease, polyglutamine and other protein aggregation diseases such as of a number of neurodegenerative diseases.
Various proposed mechanisms for the interaction of motor proteins with cargoes are shown in the box (green). Different diversification strategies of kinesins and dynein are shown at the bottom. For kinesins, genomic and biochemical data suggest that most eukaryotic genomes encode multiple kinesin proteins with diverse tail domains and conserved motor domains. For dyneins, genomic and biochemical data suggest that most eukaryotic genomes encode a small number of well-conserved dynein motor polypeptides and that functional diversity is generated by encoding various dynein-associated polypeptides.
al., 2001), so I highlight only those cases where myosins
Retrograde transport from synapse to cell body is also critical to neuronal viability and differentiation. , 1997a, 1997b) . These KIF3A mutations are of interest because of required for normal transport, whether a kinesin-JIPthe existence of a number of genetically heterogeneous kinase-vesicle complex is in fact formed or needed durhuman diseases in which RP and polycystic kidney dising transport is unknown. Perhaps the most intriguing ease are associated, sometimes with other disease pheissue is whether the JNK system regulates kinesin-I durnotypes. In this regard, it is striking that a mouse mutaing transport, whether it is only needed at the synapse tion, Tg737, which appears to alter a component of the and is thus a "hitch-hiker," or whether JNK signaling in IFT particles of the transport machinery powered by response to damage is an important function of this KIF3A also gives this type of phenotype, raising the system. possibility that this class of diseases can be caused by One of the most thoroughly studied neuronal bio- 
